Frontend Engineer

What does TrustIn do?
At TrustIn, we believe everyone deserves to feel safe and empowered to pursue their goals. And we
know this sense of safety matters at the workplace- the companies and college campuses- where we
spend most of our time.
We’re forging a meaningful path towards this with secure, sensitive B2B SaaS legal tech that enables
POSH (Prevention of Sexual Harassment) implementation alongside unbiased employee support
systems.
If you’re technically skilled and are looking to explore tech at an early-stage start-up with role growth
potential, come work with us! You can learn more about what we’ve been up to for the last year from
www.trustin.co.in
We’ve been around for a rollercoaster year now (find out what we’ve been up to at
https://www.trustin.co.in/what-s-new). We’re getting more buyer interest than we can currently build
for, and are looking for entrepreneurial and energetic team members who can build cutting edge tech
for safety at scale.

Who’s on the team?
Meghana, our CEO, is a UC Berkeley grad with experience leading program strategy across the social
impact and early-stage start-up domains.
Gyan, our tech consultant, is an NIT Trichy grad, is a blockchain SME with the international Women
Who Code community, and is authoring a book on ML.
We’re supported by two dedicated developers, Yash Sharma and Nachiketa Mishra.

What are the roles and responsibilities?
The TrustIn Frontend Engineer role, like every other role in our tight-knit, bootstrapped, scrappy
team, is a jack-of-all-trades, someone who enjoys creating opportunities to stretch and grow
professionally. You’ll be working directly with the CEO and Tech Evangelist across product and tech
while liaising with a range of internal and external advisors.
*Note: This role will involve a 1-2 months internship and can evolve into a full-time position
based on mutual fit.
Technical Responsibilities
a. Frontend development of the TrustIn products,
b. Research and redesign the product look and feel based on external inputs, explore third party
integrations, and incorporate ongoing feedback and improvements, and
c. Synthesize all technical documentation.

Who are we looking for?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Engineers with 2-5 years of frontend development experience (Angular 8),
Proficiency in using various technical tools,
Strong analytical and problem-solving skills,
Individuals who are self-starters, highly motivated, responsible, resourceful and flexible,
Passionate about furthering gender equity and/or access to justice,
Previous start-up experience is preferred but not required, and
Knowledge of Javascript framework and Java would be fantastic!
Reporting to: CEO
Job Location: Bangalore, Karnataka (can be remote for the short term)

What support can I expect?
You’ll be mentored by our tech evangelist, as well as our advisor, Rahul Kulkarni, who was Google’s
first PM in India and is currently the founder of DoNew. You’ll also get an annual learning allowance
to fund courses or books so you can build your skill-set.
Apart from this, we're part of Algo Legal's high-tech, a personalized legal tech incubator, with access
to their fancy office space on MG road, highly skilled legal team, and in-house tech team. Our
institutional advisors include Thomson Reuters’ Trust Law and Parity Consulting (a leading POSH
service expert).
If you’re excited about redefining the power of tech for social good and want to build a fast-moving,
early-stage start-up, reach out to us at hello@trustin.co.in. We’d love to hear from you!

